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How are you recognized for your contributions to Nursing?

- Friends of Nursing Annual Awards
- UCD Nurse
- Articles in The Insider
- Professional Practice of Nursing Annual Report
- Specialty Certification-monthly $100 differential as well as a card from Carol Robinson
- Helping Hands pin and certificate
- On-the-Spot Gift Cards
- Recognition Awards -$500 monetary award
- Years of Service Recognition
- Special Occasion Recognition-degree advancement, promotion or retirement
- Employee Excellence and Diversity Celebration and Awards
- DAISY Award
- Good Catch Awards
- Specific Unit based activities and celebrations

How does the Community support the value of Nursing?

- Grants: Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation -The Betty Irene Moore School of Nursing
- Sepsis Reduction Initiative Grant, Mobility ICU Grant; Kimberly-Clark-Partners in Prevention Award to the VAP Nurse Champions

How are Nurse Leaders valued and recognized?

- Many of the nurses in leadership roles also service on regional, state or national boards.

Can you identify the additional roles held by your nurse manager, director or Carol Robinson?

How is the Knowledge and Clinical Expertise of UC Davis nurses valued and recognized?

- Many community groups invited UCDMC nurses to speak on a variety of topics including “Chemo Brain”, Palliative Care, and Pediatric Cardiology. UCDMC nurses are also invited speakers and presenters at National Conferences in their specialty
- Medical Mission trips –within the US and International
- Shining Star Award
- UCDMC Nurses in promotional advertising and web videos